
WIELAND ANALYSIS

Charles Brockden Brown published Wieland in when he was 27 years old. Wieland is Brownâ€™s most famous work;
with this novel he established himself as Americaâ€™s first professional novelist and inaugurated the genre of American
gothic. Wieland was influenced in its themes and.

When she arrives, there are strange noises and lights, and she sees a glimpse of Carwin's face. Without further
ado, James Yates left his cosy seat by the hearth in order to break his sleigh and butcher his livestock. Perhaps
even he cannot say for certain. They pour poison into Pleyel's ear, convincing him that Clara has been
unfaithful. What constitutes true balance between authority and the autonomy of the individual is left for the
reader to consider. He is incredibly practical, and continually attempts to understand the mysterious voices
empirically. His aunt took him in, but he was left destitute upon her death. Clara is secretly in love with
Pleyel, and makes a plan to tell him so; however, her chance is ruined. The killer is her brother, Theodore. He
denies any complicity in the murders but explains that he regrets his actions towards Clara. The complete
Enlightenment reliance upon reason can be misleading, and in some cases, even dangerous. He says that
Theodore should not have listened to the voices, and Theodore suddenly comes to his senses. He claims to
have overheard Clara talking with Carwin during an illicit meeting, though Clara knows that the meeting had
not taken place. What have I withheld which it was thy pleasure to exact? Carwin uses his ability to tell
Theodore to stop. It takes Carwin, another outside influence, to trick Wieland into changing his destructive
path of choices and save Clara from being murdered by her frenzied brother. Wieland by Charles Brockden
Brown is a novel of supernatural horror set near Philadelphia in the mid s. Theodore is left vulnerable to being
guided by voices into murdering his wife and children to prove his worth to his idea of God. Clara and
Theodore's father was a German immigrant who founded his own religion; he came to America just before the
American Revolution with the conviction to spread his religion to the indigenous people. Establishing
Authority According to Eric Foner, a well-known American historian, the definitions of liberty that flourished
in the colonies were predicated on the idea of being subordinate to a higher power. The religious fanaticism of
both Theodore and his father demonstrates the subjectivity of the human experience. At first they take them to
be benign, warning of dangers. The mysterious Carwin appears on the scene, and suggests that the voices may
be caused by human mimicry. Even more, it suggests that "godliness can corrupt, and absolute godliness can
corrupt absolutely. He is a man with true power given by God to give life and take it away, to make the rules
and enforce them. Written in , Wieland; or, The Transformation would be Brown's first published work, a
Gothic thriller inspired by the Yates case which fed back to the Old World, where it served as a direct
influence on Mary Shelley's Frankenstein. At her house, she meets Carwin. Main characters[ edit ] Clara
Wieland is the narrator of the story, and the sister of Theodore Wieland. The use of spontaneous combustion
especially has been pointed at as a contrived element. Clara is sure that Carwin is the source of Theodore's
madness. On her way home, Clara stops to visit her friend Mrs. He is not as strong as his sister, Clara, which
makes him fall prey to the voices and go insane. She is secretly in love with Henry Pleyel. Fears explored in
the early American Gothic are still relevant in modern day society because the United States has yet to reach a
unified consensus on what it means to be a truly free society. Login Sign Up Wieland: Autonomy and The
American Gothic The American Gothic has a distinctly nationalistic undercurrent that reflects and challenges
the precepts of the burgeoning nation in which it was formed. The problem though is that Clara and Wieland
really seem to have no society bigger than their small interactions within their houses and with Pleyel and
Carwin, their only acquaintances. Essay Topic: Short story Sorry, but copying text is forbidden on this
website! Soon, Theodore begins to hear voices and Catharine's brother, Henry Pleyel, begins to hear them, too.
He took Carwin under his wing into a sort of apprenticeship, beginning the task of indoctrinating him into a
secret society and warning Carwin that any disclosure of its secrets would result in his death. It involves many
supernatural events and is also thought to be ultimately resolved by a supernatural event. Brown right
originally trained as a lawyer and rattled off nine novels in a frantic four-year spell before dying of
consumption aged 


